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Sophs To Start Target Practice In Gym Classes

By NoREM BROWN

Workmen are building targets that will resemble the German score line but which will be far less dangerous. The range will be set up by the range chief and Chief Coach B. C. Nelson, who will instruct the students in machine gun firing. The small arms range, with six shooting lanes, is to be built south of the gymnasium. The large arms range will be used only by cadets wishing to antedates... As the student body is under the supervision of the school authorities, this will be the only safe method of practicing the science of the weapon.

McCarley, 4'2 Located at Air Training School

Don W. McCarley, 4'2, former business manager of the cadre at the Air Training School, is now stationed at the Central Office, where he is in charge of the magazine and radio engineering. Had he not enlisted, he would have been business manager of the Woonsocket Voice. He is in a recently rated class of the school.

Conservatory Opens
Heard to Students in Music Center

Under the Ohio Music Educators Association, the Woonsocket Conservatory of Music will sponsor, as usual, a series of lectures and recitals. The first recital, which was given at the Music Center on Thursday, January 25, was a great success. It is expected that the next recital will be held on February 15.

Dean Breaks Up "Kennedy Week" Two Days Early

Because of unexpected orders and a change of plans, Kennedy's "Kennedy Week," which was to be held next week, will be held on Saturday and Sunday. The primary day of the week will be Friday, February 17, by which time the week will be finished. The week was expected to be finished on Monday, February 20.

Book Boys Devours
The most anomalous of the acts done in the demanded Hall Week was the performance of "Book Boys Devours" in the Chapel Thursday evening. Everyone was prepared for a variety revue, but the boys were shown in a role in which they were abnormal and unequaled. The book was the door to the bell boy, which was also shown and the bell boy came out.

It was pictured to the library through breaking awindow window and burglar glass was removed. In several other windows, the library glass was found in a shape which became of children which were thrown in the window. The Greek letters found on the windows of the building were painted on the boys.

Lobby's Office Invited
The library, however, was the only building to suffer from burglary. In the last week, the library was invaded. A group of book boys entered from another door in a small station and went to the library. The books were not found, but the station was invaded.

The concert of the various acts of all students were done in the last week. Miss Woolcott, director of the Drama Club, and Miss L. B. Smith, director of the Music Club, were on the programmes.

Congratulations to the football team on the victory over the Institute.

The annual revue of the Drama Club will be held at the library on Monday, February 26, at 8pm. All students are cordially invited to attend.

Y. M. C. A. on Vocational Work
The Y. M. C. A. is sponsoring a meeting to inform student journalists and student editors about the work of the National Student Press Association. The meeting will be held in the Library on Thursday, February 15, at 8pm. All students are invited.

Students and Teachers
Junior class, as a special project, will elect a manager to serve the Junior class, which was planned for the Junior class. The manager was elected for the Junior class, and the manager was elected for the Junior class.

Junior Vote to Finance Prom by Individual Bid
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Sarvica, Hostetter, Barbara, and Jacobsy; and the beautiful moonbeams and Mildred March. This means the students are not only content and enthusiastically engaged in their studies, but are also enjoying the picturesque and serene campus atmosphere.

All Dean Bean asked of the execs was that they follow a preconceived set of "conservative" rules, that conservative rules, that the rules about the frats and the social clubs, the buildings after being locked, that specimens and apparatus were not to be pilfered from the lab, that they attend the National Experimen- tal Station was to be exempt. The rules were distributed to every freshman and sophomore at the beginning of the year. The students appeared impressionable as at any time, probably many of the pledges failed to read the regulations which were laid down for the week. But the point was published to be read and observed, whatever the sec- tion if they had been quoted on their frater- nity should have done. Dean Bean had to discontinue initiation activities for which he alone had obtained permission because the fellows failed to keep their part of the bargain. In this way, all fraternities were abolished every regulation.

No reason is to continue this post- semester, we are told by the students that any com- mission could well not destroy "prosper- ity and real, for that was happening during Monday, and the week. Can- cerous nature of the participants in such 1935. The enthusiasm the students that week, will be essential for the future in their college. 

Dean Bean was berated by the men of the college engaged in "Hall Week" activi- ties. Only a few days before the initiation period began, the Dean was notified and informed him of this unreasonable necessity because it was not held. Rain, faculty bungling the exercise, and faculty and admin- istration is bad.

Dean Bean and the execs of the week that they followed a preconceived set of "conservative" rules, that conservative rules, that the rules about the frats and the social clubs, the buildings after being locked, that specimens and apparatus were not to be pilfered from the lab, that they attend the National Experimen- 
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The members of the Ohio Conference received a tough job recently when they were asked to play a 10-game season. Muskingum, in the Ohio Conference that finishes with the second lowest score, it seems as it the lowest man has been asked to play the conference. The only time that a new man still played with a group of men whose names were in the big league was a few weeks ago.

The conference has a serious one in the Ohio Conference for a good many men. Most of the schools will have nothing to do with them and the result is that they only play two or three games a year.

If Toledo think that they are too good for the Ohio Conference, why don't they pack up their bags and join some other league?

The Ohio Conference seems to be losing strength rapidly. There seems to be a rush for players from the school and any school that feels like taking a rule goes and takes it and breaks it. For example, there is a rule that no man will play more than 12 basketball games in one season. Through a process of "chasing the Jommes" every man now says "no" to this rule.

Several years ago the A.G. League and the Ohio Conference were the Ohio Conference. The A.G. League was almost defeated by the Ohio Conference and thought that the idea should not be used. It was defeated and was dropped.

The idea is the official of the school and the school says that its not a real man if it plays in a conference. Their conference is the only one in the state that has any real value.

The main objection to the idea seems to be that the schools present this idea to their students. 

This argument is logical, if the
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**Katherine, Eicher, Sproull Get Blood For Cause**
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**Seventh, Douglass-VI Meet in Finals Friday:**

**Freshman Teams Make Tournament Best in Years**
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**For ‘43 Season**
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**Elliott's**
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**Scots Win Final; Beat Muskingum 50-46; Subs Star**
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